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ABSTRACT
As Cloud platforms are becoming more popular, efficient resource 
management in these Cloud platforms helps the Cloud provider to 
deliver better quality of service to its customers. In this paper, we 
present an online characterization method that can identify poten-
tially anomalous jobs in a Cloud platform by analyzing the jobs’ 
resource usage profile as the job runs. We show that, by tracking 
the online resource consumption, we can develop a model through 
which we can predict whether or not a job will have an abnormal 
termination. We further show, using both real world and synthetic 
data, that our online tool can raise alarms as early as within the first 
1/8th of the potentially failing job’s lifetime, with a false negative 
rate of as low as 4%. These alarms can become useful in imple-
menting either one of the following resource-conserving Cloud 
management techniques: alerting clients early, de-prioritizing jobs 
that are likely to fail or assigning them less performant resources, 
deploying or up-regulating diagnostic tools for potentially faulty 
jobs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Proliferation of IPV6 connectivity, Internet-of-things, high band-
width networks and availability of distributed (cloud) storage have 
resulted in over abundance of variety and quantity of data. The 
“Big Data” paradigm has opened up new avenues to derive valuable 
insights hidden in otherwise vast amount of raw data. In particular, 
performance monitoring of large server farms and High Perfor-
mance Computing platforms (HPC) is required to maintain the cost 
effectiveness of such large infrastructure investments by guaran-
teeing SLAs, high availability, reliability and shorter downtime of
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services to end users. This surge in interest is reckoning the next
level in performance monitoring, which involves detection of job
failures using machine learning (ML) techniques at even finer gran-
ularities, due to high resolution error-logs of task resource usage
and other metrics, in real-time. The ability to detect failure before
it occurs can ensure long term system resilience to unexpected
crashes/outages.

Detecting “anomalous” programs in a Cloud environment opens
up the possibility of more efficient resource management by the
Cloud provider. An early identification of an anomalous event (in
worst case, a failure) can serve for improving resource usage or
job diagnosis in the following ways: i) alerting the user about the
potential fate of their job, so that the user can help save resources by
killing the job themselves, ii) de-prioritizing jobs that are likely to
fail or migrating them to a different platform or assigning them less
performant resources to run on, and iii) deploying or upregulating
diagnostic tools for potentially anomalous jobs.

Either or all of these methods are expected to achieve two goals.
First, we reduce the number of times an anomalous job is resubmit-
ted to the Cloud, by providing the user with more comprehensive
diagnostic data and second, we selectively provide better quality of
service to users with non-faulty jobs.

In this paper we present novel techniques to build online clas-
sifiers to predict the behaviour of a running task as successful ter-
mination or anomalous based on run-time metrics. Our technique
shows that there is a correlation between the on-line variation in
resource usage over the lifetime of a job, and in some cases the
likelihood of abnormal termination for the job.

We quantify this normal vs. anomalous behaviour of a program
as a multidimensional signal, where each dimension represents
usage time-series of a particular resource. We present and evaluate
effectiveness of the trained classifiers using both real-world dataset
obtained from Google cluster data [20] and our own generated data
using a well-known benchmark suite containing faulty applications
– BugBench [23]. Therefore, we have a complete picture of: on
one hand program behaviour that we can understand and explain
by looking at the source code, and, on the other hand, program
behaviour for which we do not have explanations, but only the job
resource consumptions and outcomes e.g., the Google dataset.

The approach adopted in analysing the resource usage data first
starts with feature selection, which entails selecting the most promi-
nent hardware resource usage specific features available in the
execution trace data (e.g., CPU usage, Cycle per instruction, mem-
ory usage and total page cache) for all jobs, either anomalous, or
normal. Next, we use several statistical measures (e.g., Min, Max,
Skewness, Kurtosis etc.) to represent the program behaviour, which,
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to us, is a multi-dimensional signal. Once we determine the set of
most relevant features in addition to new aggregated feature values,
we can use this data, spanning over the entire lifetime of about
500 jobs, to train and validate prediction models using machine
learning techniques. We test the accuracy of the prediction models
we generated in predicting whether a job will behave anomalously,
and we show the results. We also present a state machine approach
to determine the confidence of predictions, based on the window
of the signal to predict the fate of the job as early as possible.

We provide a study on whether there is any correlation between
the user ID of the jobs submitted and the behaviour of the respective
jobs. We believe it would be useful for the cloud system adminis-
trator to monitor and learn over time to determine whether some
users may submit a larger fraction of anomalous jobs than others.

The Google dataset presents a realistic test case for validating
our hypothesis. Similarly, we also determine whether there is any
correlation between the machine ID on which the the jobs have
been submitted and job’s fate. We apply a local view and global view
perspective both in case of user ID and machine ID correlations on
the job fate to ensure high degree of confidence in the result.

We also provide two real-world anomalous scenarios with de-
tailed explanation to show the usefulness of our technique.

In summary, in this paper, we answer the following important
research questions:

• What are the correlations between the on-line resource con-
sumption monitoring data of a job and the job’s behaviour
while running on a Cloud, if any ?
• Is it possible to predict a job’s anomalous behaviour early in
its life cycle using its resource consumption statistics?
• Other than the code itself, are there correlations between
the user of a faulty job and the machine on which the job
runs to the fate of the job?

2 RELATED WORK
We have seen a recent surge of interest in large complex systems
in solving failure prediction problems across several areas such as
climate science, computational biology, nuclear energy, and many
more. Therefore a large number of researchers have been studying
the reliability and dependability of these large systems. Many re-
searchers have studied the statistical properties of the interarrival
times of failures (i.e. the elapsed times between failures), to better
understand the temporal characteristics of failures [1–5].

Sahoo et al. [4] studied the empirical and statistical properties
of failures and reported an increasing hazard rate function. A sub-
sequent study by the same authors [3] focused on studying the
temporal characteristics of specific types of failures: memory, net-
work, and application I/O failures.

In 2006, Schroeder andGibson [5] published a large-scale study of
failures in HPC systems that was based on failure data collected over
a decade from 22 HPC clusters at Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL). It was the largest failure data set studied in the literature
and made publicly available to researchers [6]. Both Sahoo [4] and
Schroeder [5] found that the type of workload a node is running
plays an important role in a node’s proneness to failures and errors.

One useful application of studying the failure behaviour of HPC
systems is the enhancement of failure prediction models and tech-
niques. The growing size, complexity and dynamics of large scale
computing systems has made it very challenging to design proac-
tive fault-management frameworks that are able to predict failures
accurately, and take necessary actions, accordingly. Examples of
such actions are scheduling proactive check-points to avoid or min-
imize loss of computation, for instance, or migrating jobs away
from nodes that are predicted to experience failures in the near
future.

A series of studies have looked into using Reliability, Availability,
and Serviceability (RAS) logs that are collected at HPC systems to
improve failure prediction techniques [3, 7–9]. Some of the work
that studied failure prediction in HPC systems used event-driven
approaches, such as [3, 8]. For example, Sahoo et al. [8] used associ-
ation rules and time-series analysis to predict failures in a 350-node
IBM cluster, and Liang et al. [3] used different statistical techniques
to capture the event causal correlations and improve failure forecast-
ing in a BlueGene/L system. Alternatively, a period-based approach
was studied in [10] where different classifiers are periodically ex-
plored and evaluated using BlueGene/L RAS logs.

Sahoo et al. [8] collected and analyzed event logs containing
Reliability, Availability and Serviceability (RAS) data from a 350-
node IBM cluster, over one year. In another study by Liang et
al. [3], RAS event logs collected over few months at a BlueGene/L
production system are used to develop failure prediction models.

In an alternative approach to event-driven failure prediction,
Zhang et al. [10] studied a period-based approach, based on event
logs collected from an IBM BlueGene/L cluster. Zhang proposed
a moving ‘observation period’ where they observe different pa-
rameters extracted from event logs then apply different rule-based
classifiers to predict ‘fatal’ events in a given prediction window.
A more recent paper by Yu et al. [9] presented a comparison of
event-driven and period-based failure prediction approaches for
HPC systems.

Some recent studies focused on utilizing failure predictors in
improving checkpointing strategies in HPC systems [7, 11]. In a
more recent study, Gianaru et al. [7] introduced a hybrid approach
for predicting failures in HPC systems that is based on both signal-
processing concepts and data-mining techniques. Recent studies
that analyzed field data collected from HPC production systems
indicated that failures are highly unlikely to be independent, and
that both temporal and spatial correlations exist between failures [1,
2, 5, 12–14].

Another, more recent study from Google by Ford et al. [12]
characterizes the availability of data in Google’s main storage in-
frastructure observed over the course of a year. Several studies that
briefly discussed environmental issues as part of a more general
analysis of HPC failure behaviour [5, 16, 17].

A more recent work by Schroeder [17] conducted a large-scale
field study of DRAM failures in particular, using field data from
Google. In another Google study by Pinheiro et al. [16], the authors
investigated failure trends in hard disk drives (HDDs) within a
large production Internet services deployment at Google, while
focusing on evaluating the predictive power of SMART signals in
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disks (e.g. reallocation counts, scan errors, etc) on estimating disk
failure probability.

Researchers have come up with online prediction schemes for
Google dataset [26–28].

Our work differs from them in two ways:
(1) None of the previous research has presented a comprehen-

sive study using both real world unknown dataset and a
dataset whose behaviour is well understood.

(2) Our approach is very lightweight as compared to heavy
machine learning classifiers.

3 MOTIVATION
Our techniques are based on the fact that during an anomalous
scenario, the resource consumption of programs put forth clues
that can help distinguish the application’s behaviour from a normal
scenario. In this section we present code sections from real world
buggy applications and show the corresponding deviation in the
resource consumption from a normal run.

Listing 1: Code Snippet from gnu man [23].
1 . s t a t i c char ∗ ∗
2 . g e t _ s e c t i o n _ l i s t ( vo id ) {
3 . i n t i ;
4 . char ∗ p ;
5 . char ∗ end ;
6 . s t a t i c char ∗ t m p _ s e c t i o n _ l i s t [ 1 0 0 ] ;

/ / some code

7 . i = 0 ;
8 . f o r ( p = c o l o n _ s e p _ s e c t i o n _ l i s t ; ; p = end +1 ) {
9 . i f ( ( end = s t r c h r ( p , ' : ' ) ) != NULL )
1 0 . ∗ end = ' \ 0 ' ;

1 1 . t m p _ s e c t i o n _ l i s t [ i ++] = my_strdup ( p ) ;

1 2 . i f ( end == NULL | | i +1 == s i z e o f ( t m p _ s e c t i o n _ l i s t )
)

1 3 . b reak ;
}

/ / more code
}

1 4 . s t a t i c vo id
1 5 . s p l i t ( char ∗ s t r i n g , vo id ( ∗ fn ) ( char ∗ , i n t ) , i n t

p e r r s ) {
1 6 . char ∗ p , ∗ q , ∗ r ;

1 7 . i f ( s t r i n g ) {
1 8 . p = my_strdup ( s t r i n g ) ;
1 9 . f o r ( q = p ; ; ) {
2 0 . r = index ( q , ' : ' ) ;
2 1 . i f ( r ) {
2 2 . ∗ r = 0 ;
2 3 . fn ( q , p e r r s ) ;
2 4 . q = r +1 ;
2 5 . } e l s e {
2 6 . fn ( q , p e r r s ) ;
2 7 . b reak ;

}
2 8 . }
2 9 . f r e e ( p ) ;

}
}

Listing 1 shows buggy code from the GNU man application,
which is part of the BugBench [23] suite. The get_section_list func-
tion appears in lines 973–981 in the file man.c. This function creates
a list of sections based on the argument given to the man applica-
tion, where the sections are separated by ‘:’ given in the argument.
In function get_section_list, the for loop in line 8–13 has a wrong
exit condition in line 12. The sizeof(tmp_section_list) should be
sizeof(tmp_section_list)sizeof(char *), else there will be an overflow
of the static array tmp_section_list, causing the application to crash.
The bug will be triggered when the application is called with a
argument that has more than 100 ‘:’ in it’s name. But less number
of ‘:’ will not cause the application to fail.

In theman application, just before the execution of get_section_list,
there is a call to a function called init_manpath that performs the ini-
tialization work of splitting the argument based on the ‘:’s present
in it by making a call to the function split. Listing 1 also shows rele-
vant part of the split function. The for loop at lines 19–28 will cause
a spike in the CPU utilization and also memory consumption for a
buggy input with hundreds of ‘:’s in it. Figure 1 shows the resource
consumption trace of the application for a normal vs anomalous
(buggy) run. The red star in the figures identifies the time when
the application crashes. Just before the crash, there are spikes in
both the metrics that can help identify the future failing runs.
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Figure 1: Difference in CPU and Memory Utilization for a
normal vs. anomalous (buggy) run of GNU man [23].

The BugBench applications are a set of standard buggy applica-
tions that, when deployed on the cloud will fail and waste resources.
Though in a real cloud computing perform, the jobs run by users
may be different from the applications in BugBench, by comparing
against the results from a real world dataset from Google where
we do not know what applications are run and from a synthetic
dataset where we deliberately run buggy application that are well
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understood by us, we can show the effectiveness our approach in
identifying buggy applications that run on the cloud in real-world.

4 PREDICTION OF APPLICATION’S FATE
Given the motivation, we develop our application behaviour char-
acterization technique based on the resource consumption statistics
collected periodically as the application runs. We use memory, CPU
and disk related features to our feature set. For example, there can
be increased CPU consumption for applications that have memory
leak problems and that experience thrashing.

In the next sections, we describe step-by-step the details of our
online characterization methodology.

4.1 Step 1: Identifying Resources to Profile
Google provides a real-world dataset collected in their datacenter
clusters so that researchers can play with it and gain important
insights [20]. We use the resource consumption data provided by
Google as a standard on what metrics a typical cloud provider can
gather for jobs running on their platform. A job in the Google
cluster may have three different fates – (1) Successful, (2) Killed
or (3) Failed. We consider the killed and failed jobs as anomalous
behaviour of jobs. A job in the cluster may be either killed by the
user of the job or by an inspector in the Google cluster if the job
is consuming unusually more resources than what is allocated to
it. Previous work has looked into the behaviour of failed jobs and
found out that there is correlation between the failed jobs and it’s
I/O activity [21].

We take a look at explicitly killed jobs because in many cases
the jobs are killed due to having memory issues, probably due to a
memory leak in the code or an underestimation by the user on the
required resource by the task. By looking at different memory and
CPU related resource usage of the job during its lifetime, we can
quantify the fate of the job.

The memory and CPU related resource consumption features
provided by Google are the following:

• Canonical Memory Usage (CMU): canonical memory usage
measurement; the number of user accessible pages, including
page cache but excluding some pages marked as stale.
• Cycles Per Instruction (CPI)
• CPU Utilization (CPU Usage)
• Memory Accesses Per Instructions (MAI)
• Maximummemory usage: The maximum value of the canon-
ical memory usage measurement observed over the measure-
ment interval.
• Total Page Cache: Total Linux page cache (file-backed mem-
ory).
• Unmapped Page Cache (UPC): Linux page cache (file-backed
memory) not mapped into any userspace process.

For any machine learning algorithms to work, it is useful to filter
out redundant features. Not only does it make the algorithm run
faster but also saves the sampling overhead of one or more extra
features. In the next step we identify the redundant features from
the above list.

4.2 Step 2: Filtering out Redundant Statistics
To identify the most significant features that determine the fate of
a job, we extract and plot the trace of different resource consump-
tions related to memory for 100 (randomly selected) killed and 100
(randomly selected) successful jobs over their lifetime. We manually
observe their patterns to see if there are any matching patterns
among resource consumption statistics. We find that there exists a
high correlation between the following feature pairs
• MAI and CPI
• Total Page Cache and Unmapped Page cache
• Maximum memory usage and Canonical memory usage

Therefore we can use either of the above feature pairs for build-
ing our machine learning model and discard the rest. We observe
the exact same behaviour for the successful jobs as well. We omit
those plots in this paper due to space constraints.

Also we observe that there is a gradual increase in Memory
Usage 95 out of the 100 killed jobs until they are terminated. This
phenomenon is indicative of the fact that there can be memory leak
bug issue that is causing the jobs to be killed. However, the memory
usage data for the successful jobs do not show that gradual increase
until its completion.

Therefore, we use the following four resource consumption sta-
tistics for building our machine learning model and classification:
• CPI
• CPU Utilization
• Memory Usage
• Total Page Cache

4.3 Step 3: Feature Set for Prediction
After discarding the redundant features, we have to find a useful
feature set that can be used in online characterization of a job.
We use signal processing techniques to extract feature set from
the sampled resource utilization data. The behaviour B of a job
in our case is represented by a n-dimensional signal, where each
dimension is representative of a particular resource usage (e.g. CPU
or Memory consumption) over the job’s lifetime.

B ≡ {s1, s2, . . . , sn } (1)

Here n is the number of resources sampled. In our case n = 4.
Next, we need a way to represent a dimension si so that it can be

fed to a machine learning classifier. Typically we want a dimension
of a signal si to be equivalent of a set of aggregate metrics f ij .

si ≡
{
f i1 , f

i
2 , . . . , f

i
n
}

(2)

Our job is to identify pairwise matchingm between same dimen-
sions si and sj of two signals.

m =match
(
si , sj
)

(3)

m =match
(〈
f i1 , f

i
2 , . . . , f

i
n
〉
,
〈
f
j

1 , f
j

2 , . . . , f
j
n
〉)

(4)

Once we have the aggregate metrics for all the n dimensions, we
have a complete representation of the signal. We use the following
statistical methods to compute aggregate metrics f ik from each
resource consumption dimension si .
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4.3.1 Simple Statistics.

• Min The minimum sampled value of the dimension over the
jobs lifetime.
• Max The maximum sampled value of the dimension over
the jobs lifetime.
• Average The average of the sampled signal dimension over
the jobs lifetime.
• Standard Deviation The standard deviation of the sampled
signal values at that particular dimension over the job’s
lifetime.

4.3.2 Higher Order Statistics.

• Skewness Themeasure of the asymmetry of the distribution
of the signal dimension about its mean. Skewness indicates
the symmetry of the probability density function (PDF) of
the amplitude of a time series. A time series with an equal
number of large and small amplitude values has a skewness
of zero. The skewness of a signal si is calculated using the
following equation:

skewness =

∑N
i=1 (Yi − Ȳ )/N

s3 (5)

• Kurtosis The measure of the “tailedness” of the signal di-
mension. Kurtosis measures the peakedness of the PDF of
a time series. A kurtosis value close to three indicates a
Gaussian-like peakedness. Kurtosis is calculated using the
following equation:

kurtosis =

∑N
i=1 (Yi − Ȳ )

4/N

s4 (6)

• ARIMA Model features The Autoregressive integrated
moving average (ARIMA) model is used to make forecasts
from time series data. ARIMA models are generally denoted
ARIMA(p,d,q)where parametersp,d , andq are non-negative
integers, p is the order of the Autoregressive model, d is the
degree of differencing, and q is the order of the Moving-
average model.
We calculate the values p, d and q of the ARIMA model for
each signal to extract the behaviour of time series data and
use them as features in our prediction.

4.4 Step 4: A Machine Learning Classifier
We use a binary classifier for distinguishing a normal and anoma-
lous run of an application. We use supervised learning to train a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [24]. We have experimented with
other classifiers but SVM gives us the best tradeoff between speed
and accuracy. For training, our predictor takes the following tuple
for each application under consideration.

ιi =
〈
f eaturesi , f atei

〉
(7)

Where the feature set f eaturei is formed using the following
equation.

f eaturesi =
{
aдд1,aдд2, . . . ,aддn

}
(8)

Here each aддj represents the various statistics calculated for
each dimension sj of that signal and is given by the following
equation.

aддj =
〈
minj ,max j ,avдj , stdj , skew j ,kurtj ,pj ,dj ,qj

〉
(9)

Once we have trained the model using the f eaturei and the
observed fate f atei , we calculate the same f eaturetest for a test
case and input it to our prediction model. The prediction model
then uses the representation statistics for a given signal to make its
prediction f atepred .

4.5 Step 5: Predicting Early
Our approach is based on online characterization of a job’s fate. As
we sample more statistics for a running job, we want to analyse
them in an online fashion and once we reach a certain level of
confidence, we take our decision on whether the job is normal or
anomalous. We develop a state machine that can analyze the results
of predictions as the program runs and can reach a decision once
the prediction state has reached a certain confidence level.

Ini$al	 Stronger	

Weak	 Strongest	

#	same>	
	threshold?	

#	same<=	
	threshold?	

Different	predic$on	

Same	predic$on	

different	
predic$on	

same	
predic$on	

Figure 2: Statemachine for online prediction of a task’s fate.

Figure 2 shows the state machine used in evaluating the confi-
dence of our online prediction scheme. The prediction p of a task
can be in any state from the set of stated S .

S =
{
initial ,weak, stronдer , stronдest

}
(10)

We select a window sizew of sample datapoints and extract the
aggregate features for those datapoints. Then the machine learning
model makes a prediction for the window and store the prediction
at its initial state. The machine learning model keeps making predic-
tions for subsequent windows and compares the prediction with the
last prediction. A match between the current and the last prediction
improves the confidence level of the prediction and therefore we
move the prediction state to a stronger state. Once the state of the
prediction reaches the strongest state (after doing threshold number
of successful predictions), we make our final vouch about the fate of
the job. Now based on the decision of the cloud provider, measures
might be taken by – i) alerting the user about the potential fate of
their job, so that the user can help save resources by killing the job
themselves, ii) de-prioritizing jobs that are likely to fail or migrat-
ing them to a different platform or assigning them less performant
resources to run on, and iii) deploying or upregulating diagnostic
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tools for potentially faulty jobs. The success of this method rests
on making the decision as early as possible in the job’s lifetime to
save resource wastage.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the results of predicting a job’s be-
haviour using a classifier model built using our method. We define
our problem as a binary classification problem as we have two
states for a job to predict – anomalous or normal. We present the
results for both the Google Dataset and BugBench. We run the
BugBench application in our private machine that has an Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 at 2.00GHz processor with 32GB of main
memory. For creating buggy (anomalous) and successful runs of
BugBench, we use input data provided by the benchmark. We take
an average of 5 runs for getting each resource consumption time
series. Also we set a sampling rate of 10K instructions using the
PAPI [25] performance monitoring tool.

5.1 Whole Lifetime of Jobs
In this section, we present the prediction results using the resource
consumptions for the whole lifetime of the job. We gather statistics
until completion of a job (in case of a buggy job, until crash) and
calculate the aggregate statistics f eaturesi . Then we make the
prediction. The purpose of these experiments is to measure the best
accuracy that can be achieved in terms of prediction for an unseen
data.

5.1.1 Google Dataset. For building the classification models, we
use a python implementation of a binary SVM classifier. We test
with different kernel functions for the SVM classifier and have found
the rbf kernel to be working best. We also use cross-validation and
grid search to find the optimal parameter values to be used with
the rbf kernel.

First we train the SVM classifier with features from 1000 jobs. The
training set contains aggregate metrics of resource consumption
for the 1000 jobs (a mixture of killed and successful jobs) along their
whole lifetime. After training we perform predictions on 100 “test"
jobs that were not seen during the training phase. The features used
for the tested jobs are the same aggregate metrics over their whole
lifetime. We notice that the SVM classifier is able to predict 100% of
the killed jobs (no false positives). But for the successful jobs, the
prediction success rate is 88% (Figure 3-(1)). Closer investigation of
the data set reveals that for most of the killed jobs, the lifetime is
pretty big, giving rise to 8000 sampling points in the data stream
of resource usage. Therefore, the aggregate metrics collected from
them are more information rich. While for the successful jobs, the
lifetime is very short (around 20 sampling points) and therefore
the classifier does not have enough information to classify the
successful jobs.

5.1.2 BugBench. Figure 3-(2) shows the prediction results from
the BugBench applications. We first train our model using a total of
500 runs of four applications with different inputs. The applications
we choose are:
• man: Buffer Overflow
• bc: Heap Buffer Overflow and Stack Overflow
• gzip: Global Array Overflow

• squid: Memory Leak

We show the prediction on unseen data of the classifier sampled
from the applications. The inputs are chosen such that half of them
will cause the application to fail and half of them will not. As seen
in Figure 3-(2), we have a better prediction accuracy here than the
Google dataset due to successful jobs having enough samples.
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Figure 3: Confusion matrices for our online classification
method for Google dataset and BugBench for Normal (suc-
cessful) vs Anomalous (buggy). Both of them show no false
positives and a reasonably low number of false negatives (6
and 4 respectively).
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5.2 Predicting early
Our next goal is to find the fate of a job as early as possible so
that we can warn the concerned user about a possible wastage of
resources. Therefore we perform a set of experiments to find out
how early in a job’s lifetime we can predict it’s fate, in other words
we wish to determine appropriate smallest sampling window that
can help predict the fate of the job with the desired false positive
rate.

After training the SVM classifier, instead of considering the
aggregate metrics from the whole lifetime of a job, we compute ag-
gregate metrics for different durations from the submission of a job.
In these experiments we observe how early the predictions made
by the SVM classifier reach strongest state in terms of prediction
(please consult Section 4.5).

5.2.1 Google Dataset. Figure 4 shows the confusion matrices of
a rbf kernel SVM regressor with the best parameters for the kernel.
As seen from the figure, the predictions for the killed jobs reach a
strongest state at as early as 500 datapoints, that is almost within
1
8 th of the total duration of the job. Based on how aggressive the
cloud administrator want to be about the warnings to the user, they
can set the threshold for the prediction to be in strongest state. If
the prediction from the classifier is buggy for the threshold number
of successive predictions (strongest state), the administrator can
take necessary actions.

We observe similar behaviour from BugBench applications, the
strongest state can be reached within half of the job’s lifetime.

5.3 Considering User and Hardware
Information

In a datacenter, we have more information on the users of a job and
the machine on which the jobs run. In this section, we investigate
whether including these features improves our false negative rate.
This study was inspired by an earlier study on “failed” jobs by
Nosayba et al. [21] who showed that some users are prone to submit
failed jobs.

5.3.1 User Specific Job Fate. We show the distribution of the
following two metrics across all the users:
• Local success rate for a user (portion of successful (normal)
jobs for a user of all the jobs submitted by the same user)
• Global success rate for a user (portion of successful jobs for
a user of all the jobs submitted by all users)

These two metrics show us whether adding the user ID will be
helpful in our predictors. As seen in Figure 5-(2), a particular user
was prone a huge percentage of killed jobs as compared to other
users. Also Figure 5-(3) shows a zoomed in version of the global view
(by taking out the prominent “error-prone” user from the previous
image). As can be seen in the figure, that there are a few users who
have the tendency of high number of killed jobs as compared to
others.

In contrast as seen in Figure 5-(1), the self success distribution
(what portion of jobs submitted by a given user succeeds) is not a
good indicative for isolating those users.

5.3.2 Machine specific job fate. We perform a similar study
with the same metrics as studied for users to see whether particular

machines cause failure of jobs (due to resource limitations). We
observe that the local view does not help isolate machines just like
in users, but here the global view also does not help that much.

Figure 6 shows the prediction results of the job’s fate when we
include the user ID as one of the features. It was able to bring the
false negative rate from 12% to 4%.

6 CASE STUDIES
In this section, we provide two real-life anomaly scenarios where
we have detailed explanation of the anomaly. We show how to use
our method on detecting the anomaly online in these scenarios.

6.1 Memory Leak
One common example of software bug anomaly is memory leak.
The memory usage pattern for a buggy (anomalous) scenario is
quite different from a bug-free version (normal) of the software.
The normal pattern can be learned before the bug is introduced.
Then using our methodology, the bug can be easily detected.

In this scenario, we attach strace to php processes in the web-
server to measure their memory usage trends. Figure 7 plots the
memory usage across time across 3 different PHP versions- v_leaks
with memory leaks, v_one_leak that fixed one leak, and v_noleak
with no leaks. Our method can learn the normal memory usage
pattern for the php process and for both versions with memory
leaks, our method can identify that there is anomaly with the run-
ning process and there is a possibility of the process crashing in
the future. The stars in the memory usage graph shows the time
at which our method detects that there is a presence of anomaly
using the state machine as described in Section 4.5. As can be seen
from the figure, the detection can be done way before the actual
crash of the program.

6.2 Unusual Traffic
We provide a second example use case of our online anomaly de-
tection method. Log-structured Merge (LSM) data stores mitigate
the I/O bottleneck by absorbing updates in a memory layer and
transferring them to the disk layer in sequential batches. In this
architecture, if the update rate grows dramatically spilling to the
disk will be the bottleneck. We simulate this scenario in a database
that uses LSM data stores – Cassandra.

In our scenario, during normal runs of Cassandra, we run work-
loads on it and learn from the Disk IO done by the database server.
As seen in Figure 8, the normal run for Cassandra shows a regular
pattern where data is periodically stored to the disk in batches.

In an anomalous scenario, there is an increase in the number of
requests coming to the database server. Due to this, the frequency of
flushing to the disk increases (seen in dotted line in Figure 8). There-
fore we see in a huge degradation of throughput drop in the server.
Our method can also identify the anomaly in this scenario early
(seen by the star shape in Figure 8) and notify the administrator .

7 CONCLUSION
Managing jobs in data centers is becoming more important these
days with the growth of cloud services. Predicting the behaviour
of the jobs on the fly based on their resource usage is helpful to
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Figure 4: Confusion matrices of prediction on jobs fate for out of the sample data for different durations from the beginning
of the job. We show the number of test cases that are predicted successfully (green portions) and also the False positives and
negatives. The durations of the jobs in the test cases are in order: 20, 100, 200, 500, 800, 1000, 2000, 4000 sampling points and
the last one being the whole job lifetime. The predictions reach a steady state at as early as within 1

8 th of the job’s lifetime.
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(3)

Figure 5: User Specific job fate.

determine the jobs that are going to waste the usage of their re-
sources. Warning about these anomalous jobs can be either sent

to the user or the cloud administrator for either changing their
priority or simply killing them early to save wastage of resources.
In the paper we present an online characterization technique based
on the resource usage data of jobs. With machine learning, we are
able to detect the anomalous jobs with 100% accuracy and no false
positives for both real world and synthetic workloads. We propose a
mechanism to detect the behaviour early in a job’s life cycle, which
might greatly help the cloud administrator. We strongly believe
that our work will greatly help users and cloud administrators to
filter out anomalous scenarios in the cloud and optimally distribute
resources among them.
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Figure 5: Count as well as memory usage of PHP processes in a webserver, for different proportions of cached data with expired TTL. Compared across 3 different PHP versions
with memory leaks, fixed between v5.1.6 to v5.6.10.

There have also been reported cases, such as at Amazon [7],
where bugs in agents caused severe performance degrada-
tion for the actual service being monitored. Although VM
introspection (VMI) [37; 76; 42] can be used to monitor
these systems non-intrusively, it requires extra functional-
ity duplication effort (Section 6). CIVIC enables reusing the
vast agent software codebase without the extra effort, while
providing similar isolation benefits by virtue of restricting
agents in the clone.

To provide simple visual evidence, we use process-level
resource tracking as an example for agent-based monitor-
ing. We have tested CIVIC successfully against three such
agents- an internal custom agent, a closed-source enterprise-
level agent- IBM Tivoli Endpoint Manager (BESClient [44]),
and a popular open-source monitoring agent-collectd [32].
The agents were run as-is, with the config files updated
to point to persistent store’s mirrored root partition for in-
stalling the agent software and associated dependencies.

In this experiment, we use collectd to track the resource
use metrics for a custom source workload that varies its
CPU and memory utilization sinusoidally. The workload
gets frozen in the clone, with its runtime state analyzed by
collectd injected on successive cloning iterations. Housing
this agent (one of eventually many such) in the clone avoids
installing up to 77 packages on the source. To illustrate the
performance of a CIVIC clone as a runtime monitoring
proxy for the source, Figure 4 compares the workload’s
CPU-usage tracking by collectd inside the clone, with the
expected curve had the agent run inside the source (memory
graphs similar; omitted for brevity). Section 4.2 discusses
improving the clone’s 0.1Hz monitoring frequency, in com-
parison to 1Hz as configured for in-source monitoring.

5.2 Problem Diagnostics and Troubleshooting
By replicating a troubled system’s runtime state inside
a clone, and introducing debugging tools in it, CIVIC
enables risk-free exploratory diagnosis while absorbing
the associated impact and side-effects. Since this use-case
requires manual diagnosis, a root shell also gets injected for
the dev, again useful when source system access is restricted.
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Figure 6: Measuring PHP process’ memory usage via strace; Leaks detected in
versions 5.1.6 and 5.3.20

We highlight this problem diagnostics use-case by cap-
turing and fixing PHP memory leaks (by recreating bugs
#45161 and #65458 [62]) in our custom webserver setting.
Our apache + php-fastcgi webserver serves incoming user
requests for data that it caches from a backend server (a
database) based upon time-to-live (TTLs). When the TTLs
expire, the webserver either fetches fresh data from backend,
or otherwise renews their TTL until the next synchroniza-
tion cycle. Figure 5(a) shows two different memory usage
patterns for different proportion of data with expired TTLs-
10% and 90%, without any fresh data being fetched from
the backend. Also, the difference in the count (Figure 5(a)’s
bottom-most curves), and RSS for PHP processes in the two
cases does not account for the memory usage explosion.

At this point, troubleshooting this apparent memory leak
on the webserver VM itself could degrade its sustainable
request rate by further polluting its memory cache and/or
adding debugging/instrumentation load to the system (up
to 20.5% capacity degradation with the diagnostics em-
ployed below). Furthermore, the production system might
not have the instrumentation frameworks installed there and
one wouldn’t want to perturb the environment even more. To
enable risk-free diagnosis, CIVIC replicates the problematic
runtime cache state into a webserver clone, introduces diag-
nostics tools, and mirrors incoming requests to it.
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Figure 7: Detected memory leaks by our method for buggy
PHP versions.
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